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Accessories Designer Tub

Drain Kits

* Allow 2-4 weeks lead time for Special Finishes. 
Send sample for best match. 
†Oil Rubbed Bronze finishes vary among manufacturers.  
MTI has selected a finish that is compatible with many available.  
To ensure best match, order as a Special Finish and submit a sample.

NOTE: 
MTI does not warrant drain kits or finishes, though drain kits may 
carry a direct factory warranty from the manufacturer. Proper drain  
installation is the responsibility of the installer. MTI’s tub warranty 
does not cover drain leakage.

MTI has a variety of drains kits available for acrylic tubs. MTI acrylic tubs do not include a drain kit, unless 
otherwise indicated on tub specification sheets. Please specify tub model when ordering drain kits separately.

Drain Finishes - PVC Drain Kit
Chrome (WOC) $185
White (WOW) $245
Brushed Nickel (WOBN) $305

Round Overflow - PVC Drain Kit
Chrome (WOTTC) $380
Brushed Nickel (WOTTBN) $385
Polished Nickel (WOTTPN) $385
Special Finishes* (WOTTSF) $1,145

Rectangular Overflow - PVC Drain Kit
Chrome (WOTRC) $470
Brushed Nickel (WOTRBN) $430
White (WOTRW) $525

Drain Finishes - PVC Drain Kit
White/Bone/Biscuit (WOCDW) $440    
Chrome (WOCD) $410
Brushed Nickel (WOCDBN) $490                         
Polished Nickel (WOCDPN) $540
Oil-Rubbed Bronze†  (WOCDOR) $550                
Polished Brass (WOCDBR) $690
Special Finishes* (WOCDSF) $1,135

Round Overflow - Solid Brass Drain 
Chrome (WOTTSBC) $810
Brushed Nickel (WOTTSBBN) $810
Polished Nickel (WOTTSBPN) $810

Lift & Turn

Simple lift & turn to open. Lift, turn & release to close.

Cable Driven

Turn the overflow knob clockwise to open the drain, 
then counterclockwise to close the drain.

Sleek low profile overflow is factory installed • Overflow measures 4.5" x 1" • Provides a deeper soak 
 Not available for commercial applications

Rectangular Overflow kit must be specified when the tub is ordered.

Toe Tap   Push down on drain cover to open and close.

Slim-Line Overflow with Toe Tap Drain

Slim-Line Overflow with Toe-Tap PVC Drain 
Chrome (SLOTC) $500
Brushed Nickel (SLOTBN) $530
Polished Nickel (SLOTPN) $555
White (SLOTW) $430

Slim-Line Overflow with Toe-Tap Solid Brass Drain 
Chrome (SLOTSBC) $930
Brushed Nickel (SLOTSBBN) $935
Polished Nickel (SLOTSBPN) $935
White (SLOTSBW) $965Must be specified when the tub is ordered. 

Available for select Designer Collection tubs only. 
See individual tub specification sheets for availability.

MTI does not offer a brass body cable drain kit.

MTI’s Customer Service Department is available 
Monday-Friday 8am-6pm EST 
800-783-8827 or service@mtibaths.com


